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Postcolonial Ecologies - Elizabeth DeLoughrey
2011-04-20
The first edited collection to bring ecocritical
studies into a necessary dialogue with
postcolonial literature, this volume offers rich
and suggestive ways to explore the relationship
between humans and nature around the globe,
drawing from texts from Africa and the
Caribbean, as well as the Pacific Islands and
South Asia. Turning to contemporary works by
both well- and little-known postcolonial writers,
the diverse contributions highlight the literary
imagination as crucial to representing what
Eduoard Glissant calls the "aesthetics of the
earth." The essays are organized around a group
of thematic concerns that engage culture and
cultivation, arboriculture and deforestation, the
lives of animals, and the relationship between
the military and the tourist industry. With
chapters that address works by J. M. Coetzee,
Kiran Desai, Derek Walcott, Alejo Carpentier,
Zakes Mda, and many others, Postcolonial
Ecologies makes a remarkable contribution to
rethinking the role of the humanities in
addressing global environmental issues.
Foundations of Deep Reinforcement
Learning - Laura Graesser 2019-11-20
The Contemporary Introduction to Deep
Reinforcement Learning that Combines Theory
and Practice Deep reinforcement learning (deep
RL) combines deep learning and reinforcement
learning, in which artificial agents learn to solve

sequential decision-making problems. In the past
decade deep RL has achieved remarkable results
on a range of problems, from single and
multiplayer games—such as Go, Atari games,
and DotA 2—to robotics. Foundations of Deep
Reinforcement Learning is an introduction to
deep RL that uniquely combines both theory and
implementation. It starts with intuition, then
carefully explains the theory of deep RL
algorithms, discusses implementations in its
companion software library SLM Lab, and
finishes with the practical details of getting deep
RL to work. This guide is ideal for both computer
science students and software engineers who
are familiar with basic machine learning
concepts and have a working understanding of
Python. Understand each key aspect of a deep
RL problem Explore policy- and value-based
algorithms, including REINFORCE, SARSA,
DQN, Double DQN, and Prioritized Experience
Replay (PER) Delve into combined algorithms,
including Actor-Critic and Proximal Policy
Optimization (PPO) Understand how algorithms
can be parallelized synchronously and
asynchronously Run algorithms in SLM Lab and
learn the practical implementation details for
getting deep RL to work Explore algorithm
benchmark results with tuned hyperparameters
Understand how deep RL environments are
designed Register your book for convenient
access to downloads, updates, and/or corrections
as they become available. See inside book for
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details.
Reinforcement Learning, second edition Richard S. Sutton 2018-11-13
The significantly expanded and updated new
edition of a widely used text on reinforcement
learning, one of the most active research areas
in artificial intelligence. Reinforcement learning,
one of the most active research areas in artificial
intelligence, is a computational approach to
learning whereby an agent tries to maximize the
total amount of reward it receives while
interacting with a complex, uncertain
environment. In Reinforcement Learning,
Richard Sutton and Andrew Barto provide a
clear and simple account of the field's key ideas
and algorithms. This second edition has been
significantly expanded and updated, presenting
new topics and updating coverage of other
topics. Like the first edition, this second edition
focuses on core online learning algorithms, with
the more mathematical material set off in
shaded boxes. Part I covers as much of
reinforcement learning as possible without going
beyond the tabular case for which exact
solutions can be found. Many algorithms
presented in this part are new to the second
edition, including UCB, Expected Sarsa, and
Double Learning. Part II extends these ideas to
function approximation, with new sections on
such topics as artificial neural networks and the
Fourier basis, and offers expanded treatment of
off-policy learning and policy-gradient methods.
Part III has new chapters on reinforcement
learning's relationships to psychology and
neuroscience, as well as an updated case-studies
chapter including AlphaGo and AlphaGo Zero,
Atari game playing, and IBM Watson's wagering
strategy. The final chapter discusses the future
societal impacts of reinforcement learning.
Project Management - Harold Kerzner
2009-04-03
The landmark project management reference,
now in a new edition Now in a Tenth Edition,
this industry-leading project management
"bible" aligns its streamlined approach to the
latest release of the Project Management
Institute's Project Management Body of
Knowledge (PMI®'s PMBOK® Guide), the new
mandatory source of training for the Project
Management Professional (PMP®) Certificat-ion
Exam. This outstanding edition gives students

and professionals a profound understanding of
project management with insights from one of
the best-known and respected authorities on the
subject. From the intricate framework of
organizational behavior and structure that can
determine project success to the planning,
scheduling, and controlling processes vital to
effective project management, the new edition
thoroughly covers every key component of the
subject. This Tenth Edition features: New
sections on scope changes, exiting a project,
collective belief, and managing virtual teams
More than twenty-five case studies, including a
new case on the Iridium Project covering all
aspects of project management 400 discussion
questions More than 125 multiple-choice
questions (PMI, PMBOK, PMP, and Project
Management Professional are registered marks
of the Project Management Institute, Inc.)
Trifles - Susan Glaspell 1916
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The Senses Considered as Perceptual Systems James Jerome Gibson 1983
Overshoot - William R. Catton 1982-06
Our day-to-day experiences over the past decade
have taught us that there must be limits to our
tremendous appetite for energy, natural
resources, and consumer goods. Even utility and
oil companies now promote conservation in the
face of demands for dwindling energy reserves.
And for years some biologists have warned us of
the direct correlation between scarcity and
population growth. These scientists see an
appalling future riding the tidal wave of a
worldwide growth of population and technology.
A calm but unflinching realist, Catton suggests
that we cannot stop this wave - for we have
already overshot the Earth's capacity to support
so huge a load. He contradicts those scientists,
engineers, and technocrats who continue to
write optimistically about energy alternatives.
Catton asserts that the technological panaceas
proposed by those who would harvest from the
seas, harness the winds, and farm the deserts
are ignoring the fundamental premise that "the
principals of ecology apply to all living things."
These principles tell us that, within a finite
system, economic expansion is not irreversible
and population growth cannot continue
indefinitely. If we disregard these facts, our
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sagging American Dream will soon shatter
completely.
Male Choice, Female Competition, and
Female Ornaments in Sexual Selection - Ingo
Schlupp 2021
When Charles Darwin first proposed Sexual
Selection Theory, he suggested two mechanisms:
competition among males and choice by females.
Although their importance is long established
and extremely well understood, their mirror
images have remained largely underappreciated;
males also choose, and females also compete.
The combination of male mate choice (MMC)
and female competition (FC) may be one of the
most overlooked yet important and intriguing
phenomena in modern sexual selection theory.
This novel text reviews our current
understanding of MMC and FC, highlighting the
important connections between them. It places
both concepts in the context of related fields
such as female choice, mating systems, and
sexual selection theory more broadly. A truly
holistic approach is provided which takes all the
relevant elements into consideration, especially
the relative roles of MMC and FC, female
ornamentation, their evolutionary consequences,
and their genetic basis. Considering male mate
choice and female competition in this way as
effectively two sides of the same coin creates a
powerful paradigm for a more complete
understanding of sexual selection. Male Choice,
Female Competition, and Female Ornaments in
Sexual Selection will be suitable for both
graduate students and researchers interested in
sexual selection from an evolutionary,
psychological, and anthropological perspective.
It will also appeal to a broader audience of
behavioural ecologists and evolutionary
psychologists.
An Introduction to Language and
Linguistics - Ralph Fasold 2006-03-06
This accessible textbook is the only introduction
to linguistics in which each chapter is written by
an expert who teaches courses on that topic,
ensuring balanced and uniformly excellent
coverage of the full range of modern linguistics.
Assuming no prior knowledge the text offers a
clear introduction to the traditional topics of
structural linguistics (theories of sound, form,
meaning, and language change), and in addition
provides full coverage of contextual linguistics,

including separate chapters on discourse, dialect
variation, language and culture, and the politics
of language. There are also up-to-date separate
chapters on language and the brain,
computational linguistics, writing, child
language acquisition, and second-language
learning. The breadth of the textbook makes it
ideal for introductory courses on language and
linguistics offered by departments of English,
sociology, anthropology, and communications, as
well as by linguistics departments.
Population Regulation - Robert H. Tamarin 1978
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Don't Shoot the Dog! - Karen Pryor 2002
Includes a new section on clicker training.
Adaptive Behavior and Learning - J. E. R.
Staddon 2016-03-10
Summarizes the current state of both theoretical
and experimental knowledge about learning in
animals.
Steps to an Ecology of Mind - Gregory
Bateson 2000-04-15
Gregory Bateson was a philosopher,
anthropologist, photographer, naturalist, and
poet, as well as the husband and collaborator of
Margaret Mead. This classic anthology of his
major work includes a new Foreword by his
daughter, Mary Katherine Bateson. 5 line
drawings.
Alaska's Ecology - Robin Dublin 2001-01-01
Covers living and non-living elements of
ecosystems, food chains, webs and pyramids,
interactions within ecosystems, biodiversity and
kingdoms, investigations tudies, role of people
within ecosystems, renewable and nonrenewable resources.
Social Theory and Social Structure - Robert King
Merton 1968
Examines the interactions between sociological
theory and research in various approaches to the
study of social structure, evaluating the
limitations and functions of each
Guidelines for reintroductions and other
conservation translocations - 2013
"As the world's biodiversity faces the incessant
threats of habitat loss, invasive species and
climate change, there is an increasing need to
consider more direct conservation interventions.
Humans have moved organisms between sites
for their own purposes for millennia, and this
has yielded benefits for human kind, but in some
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cases has led to disastrous impacts. In response
to this complex aspect of conservation
management, the IUCN Species Survival
Commission (SSC) Reintroduction Specialist
Group (RSG) and Invasive Species Specialist
Group (ISSG) have revised and published the
IUCN 'Guidelines for Reintroductions and Other
Conservation Translocations'"--Website.
Interdisciplinary Curriculum - Association for
Supervision and Curriculum Development 1989
An introduction to an interdisciplinary approach
in education explores six design options for an
interdisciplinary curriculum and offers a process
for integrating the teaching of science, math,
language arts, social studies, and the arts.
Cliffsnotes AP Biology 2021 Exam - Phillip E.
Pack 2020-08-04
CliffsNotes AP Biology 2021 Examgives you
exactly what you need to score a 5 on the exam:
concise chapter reviews on every AP Biology
subject, in-depth laboratory investigations, and
full-length model practice exams to prepare you
for the May 2021 exam. Revised to even better
reflect the new AP Biology exam, this test-prep
guide includes updated content tailored to the
May 2021 exam. Features of the guide focus on
what AP Biology test-takers need to score high
on the exam: Reviews of all subject areas Indepth coverage of the all-important laboratory
investigations Two full-length model practice AP
Biology exams Every review chapter includes
review questions and answers to pinpoint
problem areas.
The Art of Being Human - Michael Wesch
2018-08-07
Anthropology is the study of all humans in all
times in all places. But it is so much more than
that. "Anthropology requires strength, valor, and
courage," Nancy Scheper-Hughes noted. "Pierre
Bourdieu called anthropology a combat sport, an
extreme sport as well as a tough and rigorous
discipline. ... It teaches students not to be afraid
of getting one's hands dirty, to get down in the
dirt, and to commit yourself, body and mind.
Susan Sontag called anthropology a "heroic"
profession." What is the payoff for this heroic
journey? You will find ideas that can carry you
across rivers of doubt and over mountains of
fear to find the the light and life of places
forgotten. Real anthropology cannot be
contained in a book. You have to go out and feel

the world's jagged edges, wipe its dust from
your brow, and at times, leave your blood in its
soil. In this unique book, Dr. Michael Wesch
shares many of his own adventures of being an
anthropologist and what the science of human
beings can tell us about the art of being human.
This special first draft edition is a loose
framework for more and more complete future
chapters and writings. It serves as a companion
to anth101.com, a free and open resource for
instructors of cultural anthropology. This 2018
text is a revision of the "first draft edition" from
2017 and includes 7 new chapters.
Engineering - Unesco 2010-01-01
This report reviews engineering's importance to
human, economic, social and cultural
development and in addressing the UN
Millennium Development Goals. Engineering
tends to be viewed as a national issue, but
engineering knowledge, companies, conferences
and journals, all demonstrate that it is as
international as science. The report reviews the
role of engineering in development, and covers
issues including poverty reduction, sustainable
development, climate change mitigation and
adaptation. It presents the various fields of
engineering around the world and is intended to
identify issues and challenges facing
engineering, promote better understanding of
engineering and its role, and highlight ways of
making engineering more attractive to young
people, especially women.--Publisher's
description.
Learning to be - Edgar Faure 1972-01-01
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Myth and National Identity in NineteenthCentury Britain - Stephanie Barczewski
2000-03-02
Scholars have become increasingly interested in
how modern national consciousness comes into
being through fictional narratives. Literature is
of particular importance to this process, for it is
responsible for tracing the nations evolution
through glorious tales of its history. In
nineteenth-century Britain, the legends of King
Arthur and Robin Hood played an important role
in construction of contemporary national
identity. These two legends provide excellent
windows through which to view British culture,
because they provide very different
perspectives. King Arthur and Robin Hood have
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traditionally been diametrically opposed in terms
of their ideological orientation. The former is a
king, a man at the pinnacle of the social and
political hierarchy, whereas the latter is an
outlaw, and is therefore completely outside
conventional hierarchical structures. The fact
that two such different figures could
simultaneously function as British national
heroes suggests that nineteenth-century British
nationalism did not represent a single set of
values and ideas, but rather that it was forced to
assimilate a variety of competing points of view.
Parasite Diversity and Diversification - Serge
Morand 2015-02-26
By joining phylogenetics and evolutionary
ecology, this book explores the patterns of
parasite diversity while revealing diversification
processes.
Environment, Power, and Society - Howard
Thomas Odum 1970
Defines power and shows how power works as a
component of ecological systems.
Staying Alive - Vandana Shiva 2016-03-01
Inspired by women’s struggles for the protection
of nature as a condition for human survival,
award-winning environmentalist Vandana Shiva
shows how ecological destruction and the
marginalization of women are not inevitable,
economically or scientifically. She argues that
“maldevelopment”—the violation of the integrity
of organic, interconnected, and interdependent
systems that sets in motion a process of
exploitation, inequality, and injustice—is
dragging the world down a path of selfdestruction, threatening survival itself. Shiva
articulates how rural Indian women experience
and perceive ecological destruction and its
causes, and how they have conceived and
initiated processes to arrest the destruction of
nature and begin its regeneration. Focusing on
science and development as patriarchal projects,
Staying Alive is a powerfully relevant book that
positions women not solely as survivors of the
crisis, but as the source of crucial insights and
visions to guide our struggle.
Neurobiology of Sensation and Reward - Jay A.
Gottfried 2011-03-28
Synthesizing coverage of sensation and reward
into a comprehensive systems overview,
Neurobiology of Sensation and Reward presents
a cutting-edge and multidisciplinary approach to

the interplay of sensory and reward processing
in the brain. While over the past 70 years these
areas have drifted apart, this book makes a case
for reuniting sensation and reward by
highlighting the important links and interface
between the two. Emphasizing the role of
reward in reinforcing behaviors, the book begins
with an exploration of the history, ecology, and
evolution of sensation and reward. Progressing
through the five senses, contributors explore
how the brain extracts information from sensory
cues. The chapter authors examine how different
animal species predict rewards, thereby
integrating sensation and reward in learning,
focusing on effects in anatomy, physiology, and
behavior. Drawing on empirical research,
contributors build on the themes of the book to
present insights into the human sensory rewards
of perfume, art, and music, setting the scene for
further cross-disciplinary collaborations that
bridge the neurobiological interface between
sensation and reward.
Island - Aldous Huxley 2014-01-01
While shipwrecked on the island of Pala, Will
Farnaby, a disenchanted journalist, discovers a
utopian society that has flourished for the past
120 years. Although he at first disregards the
possibility of an ideal society, as Farnaby spends
time with the people of Pala his ideas about
humanity change. HarperPerennial Classics
brings great works of literature to life in digital
format, upholding the highest standards in
ebook production and celebrating reading in all
its forms. Look for more titles in the
HarperPerennial Classics collection to build your
digital library.
Best practice guidelines for the rehabilitation
and translocation of gibbons - International
Union for the Conservation of Nature and
Natural Resources (IUCN) 2015-05-28
Rehabilitation and translocation programmes
are increasingly becoming an important
component of conservation action plans for
threatened species. Translocation can help
address gibbon conservation issues (gibbons are
recognized as one of the most threatened
primate families globally) by allowing gibbons
held in captivity to be rescued, rehabilitated and
then returned to the wild. These guidelines for
the translocation of gibbons have been
developed in collaboration with stakeholders in
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hylobatid conservation. This process was
initiated druing a workshop on gibbon
rehabilitation, reintroduction and translocation,
facilitated by the IUCN SSC PSG Section on
Small Apes (SSA), and the result of this process
is the current document, which is based on
shared knowledge and experience to date. The
guidelines are designed to be a practical and
useful document available for all stakeholders,
with the aim of equipping field projects and
decision makers with the tools for scientifically
sound practice in gibbon rehabilitation and
translocation.
Environment, Power, and Society for the
Twenty-first Century - Howard Thomas Odum
2007
Through this method Odum reveals the
similarities between human economic and social
systems and the ecosystems of the natural
world. In the process, we discover that our
survival and prosperity are regulated as much by
the laws of energetics as are systems of the
physical and chemical world. Also includes
information on agriculture, animals, available
energy, biomass, capitalism, civilization,
consumption, cycles, diversity, earth, economy,
ecosystems, empower, alternative energy,
environment, evolution, fossil fuels, fuels,
growth, information, kinetic energy, energy
laws, matter, metabolism, microcosm, models of
energy systems, nations, nature, organic matter,
organization, overgrowth, oxygen,
photosynthesis, power, production, pulses,
ratios, respiration, self organization, society,
solar energy, storage, structure, sustainability,
systems networks, transpiration, waste, work,
yields, etc.
The Invention of Satanism - Asbjørn Dyrendal
2015
"Three experts explore Satanism as a
contemporary movement that is in continuous
dialogue with popular culture, and which
provides a breeding ground for other new
religious movements."--Jacket.
Information—Consciousness—Reality - James B.
Glattfelder 2019-04-10
This open access book chronicles the rise of a
new scientific paradigm offering novel insights
into the age-old enigmas of existence. Over 300
years ago, the human mind discovered the
machine code of reality: mathematics. By

utilizing abstract thought systems, humans
began to decode the workings of the cosmos.
From this understanding, the current scientific
paradigm emerged, ultimately discovering the
gift of technology. Today, however, our island of
knowledge is surrounded by ever longer shores
of ignorance. Science appears to have hit a dead
end when confronted with the nature of reality
and consciousness. In this fascinating and
accessible volume, James Glattfelder explores a
radical paradigm shift uncovering the ontology
of reality. It is found to be information-theoretic
and participatory, yielding a computational and
programmable universe.
The Speculative Turn - Levi Bryant 2011-01
Continental philosophy has entered a new period
of ferment. The long deconstructionist era was
followed with a period dominated by Deleuze,
which has in turn evolved into a new situation
still difficult to define. However, one common
thread running through the new brand of
continental positions is a renewed attention to
materialist and realist options in philosophy.
Among the leaders of the established generation,
this new focus takes numerous forms. It might
be hard to find many shared positions in the
writings of Badiou, DeLanda, Laruelle, Latour,
Stengers, and i ek, but what is missing from
their positions is an obsession with the critique
of written texts. All of them elaborate a positive
ontology, despite the incompatibility of their
results. Meanwhile, the new generation of
continental thinkers is pushing these trends still
further, as seen in currents ranging from
transcendental materialism to the London-based
speculative realism movement to new revivals of
Derrida. As indicated by the title The
Speculative Turn, the new currents of
continental philosophy depart from the textcentered hermeneutic models of the past and
engage in daring speculations about the nature
of reality itself. This anthology assembles
authors, of several generations and numerous
nationalities, who will be at the centre of debate
in continental philosophy for decades to come."
Perspectives on Animal Behavior - Judith
Goodenough 2001
This work contains both contemporary research
findings and historical experimental evidence. It
includes the topic animal awareness, and there
is requisite background material on genetics and
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other basic molecular topics.
Mind and Nature - Gregory Bateson 2002
A re-issue of Gregory Bateson's classic work. It
summarizes Bateson's thinking on the subject of
the patterns that connect living beings to each
other and to their environment.
Global Re-introduction Perspectives - Pritpal S.
Soorae 2010
"This is the second issue in the Global Reintroduction Perspectives series and has been
produced in the same standardized format as the
previous one. The case-studies are arranged in
the following order: Introduction, Goals, Success
Indicators, Project Summary, Major Difficulties
Faced, Major Lessons Learned, Success of
Project with reasons for success or failure. For
this second issue we received a total of 72 casestudies compared to 62 in the last issue. These
case studies cover the following taxa as follows:
invertebrates (9), fish (6), amphibians (5),
reptiles (7), birds (13), mammals (20) and plants
(12) ... We hope the information presented in
this book will provide a broad global perspective
on challenges facing re-introduction projects
trying to restore biodiversity"--Pritpal S. Soorae.
Transforming the Future (Open Access) - Riel
Miller 2018-04-27
People are using the future to search for better
ways to achieve sustainability, inclusiveness,
prosperity, well-being and peace. In addition, the
way the future is understood and used is
changing in almost all domains, from social
science to daily life. This book presents the
results of significant research undertaken by
UNESCO with a number of partners to detect
and define the theory and practice of
anticipation around the world today. It uses the
concept of ‘Futures Literacy’ as a tool to define
the understanding of anticipatory systems and
processes – also known as the Discipline of
Anticipation. This innovative title explores: •
new topics such as Futures Literacy and the
Discipline of Anticipation; • the evidence
collected from over 30 Futures Literacy
Laboratories and presented in 14 full case
studies; • the need and opportunity for
significant innovation in human decision-making
systems. This book will be of great interest to
scholars, researchers, policy-makers and
students, as well as activists working on
sustainability issues and innovation, future

studies and anticipation studies. The Open
Access version of this book, available at
https://www.taylorfrancis.com/books/e/97813510
47999, has been made available under a
Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 IGO
(CC-BY-NC-ND 3.0 IGO) license.
Communication Between Cultures - Larry A.
Samovar 2016-01-01
Packed with current research and examples,
bestselling COMMUNICATION BETWEEN
CULTURES, 9E equips readers with a deep
understanding and appreciation of different
cultures while helping them develop practical
communication skills. Part I introduces the study
of communication and culture; Part II focuses on
the ability of culture to shape and modify our
view of reality; Part III puts the theory of
intercultural communication into practice; and
Part IV converts knowledge into action. This is
the only text to consistently emphasize religion
and history as key variables in intercultural
communication. Compelling examples help
readers examine their own assumptions,
perceptions, and cultural biases--so they can
understand the subtle and profound ways
culture affects communication. The ninth edition
offers expanded discussions of the impact of
globalization, a new chapter on intercultural
communication competence, and more coverage
of new technology. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
The Handbook on Innovations in Learning Marilyn Murphy 2014-03-01
An innovation in learning improves upon the
implementation of the standard practice or
introduces a new practice, thus achieving
greater learning outcomes. The Handbook on
Innovations in Learning, developed by the
Center on Innovations in Learning, presents
commissioned chapters describing current best
practices of instruction before embarking on
descriptions of selected innovative practices
which promise better methods of engaging and
teaching students. Written by a diverse and
talented field of experts, chapters in the
Handbook seek to facilitate the adoption of the
innovative practices they describe by suggesting
implementation policies and procedures to
leaders of state and local education agencies.
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The End of Poverty - Jeffrey D. Sachs
2006-02-28
"Book and man are brilliant, passionate,
optimistic and impatient . . . Outstanding." —The
Economist The landmark exploration of
economic prosperity and how the world can
escape from extreme poverty for the world's
poorest citizens, from one of the world's most
renowned economists Hailed by Time as one of
the world's hundred most influential people,
Jeffrey D. Sachs is renowned for his work around
the globe advising economies in crisis. Now a
classic of its genre, The End of Poverty distills
more than thirty years of experience to offer a
uniquely informed vision of the steps that can
transform impoverished countries into
prosperous ones. Marrying vivid storytelling

with rigorous analysis, Sachs lays out a clear
conceptual map of the world economy.
Explaining his own work in Bolivia, Russia,
India, China, and Africa, he offers an integrated
set of solutions to the interwoven economic,
political, environmental, and social problems
that challenge the world's poorest countries. Ten
years after its initial publication, The End of
Poverty remains an indispensible and influential
work. In this 10th anniversary edition, Sachs
presents an extensive new foreword assessing
the progress of the past decade, the work that
remains to be done, and how each of us can
help. He also looks ahead across the next fifteen
years to 2030, the United Nations' target date
for ending extreme poverty, offering new
insights and recommendations.
Building a Future for Wildlife - 2005
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